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Fisker Automotive was an American company known for producing the Fisker Karma , which
was one of the world's first production luxury plug-in hybrid electric vehicles. Production of the
Fisker Karma was suspended in November due to bankruptcy of its battery supplier A Systems ,
[9] with about 2, Karmas built since and over 2, cars sold worldwide. In Wanxiang would rename
the holding company for the assets of Fisker Automotive to Karma Automotive. He also served
as design director and sat on the board at Aston Martin. Before Fisker Automotive, Fisker and
Koehler left Aston Martin in to establish Fisker Coachbuild, in an attempt to revive the art of
coach-building automobiles to customer specifications. Several were purchased, but the
business soon gave way to Fisker Automotive, a true automobile manufacturer. In , Fisker
mentioned plans for another plug-in hybrid, a "high-volume vehicle for a lower price", subject to
getting a U. Department of Energy loan [14] to build about , vehicles annually in the United
States. On April 14, , Tesla Motors filed a lawsuit against Fisker Automotive, alleging they stole
Tesla's technology and were using it to develop their own hybrid car, the Fisker Karma , which
was announced at the North American International Auto Show in January Tesla's suit claimed
that the design work done for the Model S by Fisker Coachbuild was substandard, and that
Fisker diverted its best ideas to the Karma. Fisker's problems started with recall of its battery by
A in December , followed by a second recall by A Systems in March and eventually a bankruptcy
of its battery supplier A Systems in August , the costs involved regarding a recall and repairs to
customer cars. In addition to production stopping for over five months, with no date announced
to recommence, the planned production of the second model, the Fisker Atlantic, was
postponed, together with the cessation of development of the new model. The case was settled
with an undisclosed out-of-court agreement. Henrik Fisker resigned in March , [34] after
"disagreements with management", in particular "disagreements over business strategy". On
November 22, , Fisker filed its Chapter 11 bankruptcy case. Concurrently, on November 23, ,
Fisker agreed, subject to bankruptcy court approval, to be acquired by Hybrid, owned by Hong
Kong billionaire, Richard Li. Wanxiang had earlier lost out to Hybrid in bidding for purchase of
the government's loan to Fisker. As part of its bid, Wanxiang proposed restarting production of
the Karma. Following Fisker Automotive's structured bankruptcy auction in February , Henrik
Fisker retained the Fisker brand and trademarks. Wanxiang Group then turned the assets of
Fisker Automotive into a new company named Karma Automotive , thus launching the Karma
Revero plug-in hybrid car based on the Fisker Karma. Henrik Fisker would later start another
electric vehicle company named Fisker Inc in with the Fisker brand and trademarks. It will use
the money to produce its electric SUV, the Ocean. Based on stock forecasts this is projected to
be an extremely important merger in Fisker's journey to being a serious competitor in the
electric vehicle industry. The Karma was a plug-in hybrid luxury sports sedan produced by
Fisker Automotive and manufactured at Valmet Automotive in Finland. After missing its initial
late launch, and after the launch was rescheduled several times, the first deliveries took place in
the U. The The aluminum frame was engineered by Fisker and was supplied by Norsk Hydro
from Norway. The EVer powertrain system, technically a series hybrid, delivered over
horsepower, and was inspired by Quantum Technologies, a cofounder of and early investor in
Fisker. Fisker unveiled the Karma S hardtop convertible concept car in At that point in time, the
concept was a design showcase for a potential future vehicle. The Sunset was to have only
minimum weight increases when compared with the Karma. It was expected to be produced
after the Surf, which was expected to be sometime after late According to Henrik Fisker, the
Surf would be part of the company's lineup and would be available for North American and
international delivery in Price was expected to be in the same range as the Karma. In early , the
company announced they were dropping their plans to produce the Surf and the Sunset.
Instead, they decided to proceed with production of the Fisker Atlantic. The Fisker Atlantic,
originally called "Project Nina", [52] shares the range-extender system from the larger Karma ,
but uses a four-cylinder BMW -sourced gasoline engine, which acts as a generator to keep the
batteries charged. The Atlantic is rear-wheel drive, with the option of four-wheel drive. The
Atlantic was scheduled to become Fisker Automotive's second production car, after plans to
produce the Fisker Surf and Sunset variants of its full-sized Karma were shelved earlier in
Production was initially scheduled to begin by the end of at the former GM plant in Wilmington,
Delaware. By October , the carmaker decided to postpone production for late or due to financial
constraints. Fisker Automotive used to retain core competencies, such as design, engineering
and marketing, in house, but outsourced manufacturing of its first vehicle Fisker Karma. In ,
Fisker estimated 15, cars per year would be assembled by Valmet Automotive in Uusikaupunki ,
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contactless services to help keep you safe. They did not listen to what I wanted in a vehicle.
And then they just stopped communication without any explanation. Poor salesmanship. Kam
and the team at BMW San Francisco were really professional, courteous and made this process
easy. They have definitely earned my business for future buys. Certain my friends and family
will be doing business with this dealer moving forward! Lee K. Mike at 7 Auto Group was very
helpful and knowledgeable. He responded quickly to my initial inquiry and worked with me
through the whole process. Dealer did respond initially, stating that there was a deposit on the
car, and they would get back to me if the deal fell through. The car is still listed, but I have not
received any further correspondence. The car already had a deposit but Andrew kelp me
informed on the status great response the car sold but I would deal with this company again.
Horrible, all types of tricks. You can't buy the car unless you finance with them. All types of
shenanigans. Would not let me test drive vehicle without qualifying for their financing. Told
them I am not financing through the dealership. They responded they only do in-house
financing. More than likely to give you a terrible rate so they can split the difference on what you
actually qualify for and line their pockets with it. Bad experience just on a phone call. I would
stay far away from this dealer. I called them 3 times and spoke to 3 different people and asked if
I could come done and look at the car and get a estimate on my car and they said yes. I drive 3
and a half hours to get there and 10 minutes later they tell me they can do anything. So far, this
company has been great. The listing was accurate. The vehicle was ready to test drive. I would
certainly recommend this dealer as the service has been superior so far. I reached out to this
dealership from an ad concerning a Ford F , Luis returned my call promptly along with a Carfax.
I was so impressed with the quick response and the up front honestly. I was helping my co
worker look for a vehicle at that time. When it's my turn to buy next time , I will contact Luis. I
wasted my time and half my day. I accidentally called them. They kept calling to try selling me
even though I'd explained I'd just bought a car! I did not buy a car, but they were quick to
respond to my request for more info and pictures. Felt no pressure. I had a great experience at
the dealer talking with Gary. I had done my research so knew the car I wanted. I took a test drive

and Gary answered all my questions. I really liked the fact that the paperwork was all on Doc u
sign, made it fast and easy and I was not there for hours, like I had experienced at other dealers.
The other part I liked, I had Gary all the way through the process, start to finish. Mark is super
helpful. On phone and person. No pressure and willing to answer all questions until satisfied.
Good Experience. No pressure and straight forward. I was in and out of there with the car I
wanted in about an hour. I recommend these guys if your looking for a pre owned BMW. Overall
really good experience. Zas and his assistant were friendly and helpful, the guy in the finance
department was also. We went in wanting a certain car and we got it for the price that was listed
online. No additional fees only asked if we wanted to add on warranties. Overall I would
recommend this dealer. Although they didn't have the car I needed, their customer service in
trying to fulfill my needs was outstanding. Everyone was incredibly nice and knowledgeable.
Had a great experience discussing the features of the Spider and the history of the Abarth
badge. I an very happy with the purchase and the people behind it. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Authorized BMW Dealer. Private Seller: Federici. CarGurus Pay. This is an
amazing car, my wife has this car, and I drove it for a while. When I went back to my Toyota, it
felt really different, I had to buy the same car. It can be compared to recent cars especially if you
have the technology and the luxury package. I did a few upgrade, it has a camera, Apple and
Android play. I feel so good about it. Read more. An excellent car, full of comfort and it also has
a good design Its the king of all sedans cars of it type when you drive this monster you can hear
the power of the engine and all the people in the street are watching you with the best car. Why
Use CarGurus? This will help you present the BMW repair manual. This excellent manual
contains many useful and practical recommendations for both novice and advanced motorists.
And carefully selected charts and tables perfectly complement the collected material. During the
First World War, the German state felt a great need for aircraft engines, which led the two
designers to unite in one plant. After World War I, the company begins to produce motorcycle
engines, and then the whole cycle of production and assembly of motorcycles is already
underway at the plant. Later appeared models and Model was a sports car, which left far behind
its competitors from the same niche and was a multiple prize-winner of all sorts of racing
competitions. During the Second World War, the company again switched to the production of
aircraft engines, and also develops rocket and jet engines. But with the end of the war, the firm
is on the verge of collapse, as part of its factories are in the Soviet occupation zone, they are
destroyed and dismantled equipment for reparation. The firm is forced to produce motorcycles
and a small car Isetta, representing a hybrid of a motorcycle and a car with three wheels two in
front and one behind. The further history of the company is a history of steady growth and
original technical solutions. Among them, we can mention the anti-lock braking system,
electronic engine management, the introduction of turbocharging in the automotive industry. In
the s, the first models of all the famous BMW series â€” the 3 rd, 5 th, 6 th and 7 th â€”
appeared. In , the British company Rolls-Royce was acquired. Now the company includes five
factories in Germany and more than twenty subsidiaries around the world. Related Posts. Your
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Non-necessary. Will cruiser alloy brand 20 inch rims with 2 different 6 lug patteens fit on my
bmw i? Would it fit ok? I'm going to purchase aftermarket wheels. I do not want to change size
because I want to be able to rotate tires. What size,offset and width should I be looking for? I
own a BMW E39 i. Getting a new set of wheels, thinking about 18" F 8. Here is the question, my
car is lowed about 5CM, could the above set up rub by any chance in your opinion? Or I could
go a bit crazier? I want the wheels look as stance as possible. Much thanks. Can i know tje
wheel offset? If you want your car looks as stance as possible,You can decrease the offset,Or
put a spacer in the car. I have a E61 Touring d. If you've sped over potholes or brushed up
against a curb and damaged your rims, or just want to save on the cost of change-overs, one of
the easiest ways to bring that Bimmer to the forefront of every parking lot you pull into is by
adding a new set of BMW wheels on polished rims. I am interested in upgrading my BMW i
xDrive wheels and tires. What would you recommend? You can select staggered wheels. Thank
you! Hi I own a BMW i and have a set of 18 inch wheels from a 3 series. I need to use spacers to
fit them onto the front of the car as they're catching the suspension. Do you know what size
spacers will suffice? Hi sorry for posting this for a 3rd time I was trying to start a new thred and
made a couple of mistakes Anyway I own a BMW i and have a set of 18 inch wheels from a 3
series. Can I replace i metric rims mm xmm with i standard rims 15"x7"? I have the same
question. What did you do? What size did you end up with and did you experience any
problems that you could share with me? Thank you. It's not a very good idea since the offset
from the 5-series wheels will push out the wheels from the fenders, making dirt and gravel
splash to the side of the car and other vehicles and pedestrians. Also, you would have to fit
some very very thin hub centric rings as the 5-series e39 has 74,1 mm in center bore while the
3-series e46 has 72,6 mm. Assuming you mean a BMW e46 maybe? Then they wont fit unless
you drill the center bore precise drilling done at a workshop! Also keep in mind that the 5-series
has a offset of around mm so you will need to use some spacers. I know M3-wheels which fitted
a e39 when the center bore was made larger and spacers was fitted. I have an 09 i with 17" rims.
What is the tallest wheels and tires I can put on my car without affecting the ride? Hi will Bmw
m5 f10 m 20inch wheels fit my Bmw f10 m sport if I put the the smaller and tyres on the rims
kind regards Craig. The offset for i is 35 mm which is little bigger than i 20mm. You can try
it,May be you need a longer lugs. The offset for M5 is mm. Hi,Maik,Can you show more detail of
the 15'' rims? What the size of bolt pattern and offset? Going to buy an F10 i on Friday. The old
M5 rims are 9x18 and 10x18 respectively. I'm from Sweden, where we change tires for winter
season. Hi,Jan Bergman,If you want to use 18'' tires on your 19'' rims? Hi,Nava,The offset for
e46 is 47mm,and offset for 7 series is 20mm,The new wheels offset is too large than your
current wheels. Do not suggest that you try it. The E39 M5 came with 18" wheels as standard
equipment because of the larger brake rotors. M5 rear rotors are smaller and would like to
install on my E39 , and continue to use my 17" BMW sport rims. Hi,Roger,4 wheels must be in
same inch. So,if you want smaller in M5,you can put E39 17'' One set wheels on. What I want to
know is, will my 17" E39 sport wheels fit over these rear brakes. E39 M5 brakes are larger than
all non-M5 cars in the E39 chassis, which made 18" wheels a must. The rear M5 rotors are
smaller than the front. I was interested in the M5 rears because I am installing larger front
brakes that still can use the 17" E39 sport wheels. Any input would be appreciated! Hi there.
Looking for winter wheels. Will 16x7 wheels I believe e46 fit on my 08 at 17x7. I just bought
some 19"x8. Is offset is to big? If I need spacers. What size spacer would you recommend? I
have a i and was wondering if rims and tires would fit from a E Same centerbore and bolt
pattern, but the offset is around 20 mm too low regarding the 5-series wheels, which would
make the wheels "push out from the fender" and other clearance issues. This if unfortunately
not recommended, seen it myself and I wouldn't do it. The M5 rims are a style are a staggered
set front is 8. I have F25 X3d 2. According to my calculations it would fit quite comfortably,
however I need the expert advice as my car is still on the BMW Motor Plan, also would the rim
be able to sustain the weight? Hi there, I have a 20 inch wheels for my bmw f10 SE ET 44 front
30 back i was wondering if i can change my 35 front 30 back profile to 40 front 35 back profile
tyres Regards, Alex. Hi, Johanna,What your current tire size? I can help you confirm it. You can
check 3 different number. You can ask the wheel seller to show them. For the format of these
number,You can search in web. I am considering buying some 16' E39 rims - So I would have to
use some rings to compensate the center bore difference. Or basically it will stay the same so I
don't have to worry about that? Car will be very slightly eating more gas as the surface of the
tires is larger but it will be more stable and in the same time an ideea rougher Thank you, Radu.
Yes,if the new wheel cb is bigger than your current,You need to use ring to compensate it. For
the changes of tires,It will not increase too much of the speedometer. So don't worry. For the

new tires. It's width is bigger than original. It will make your car more stable and about the gas,it
depend on many elements. I have a BMW 5series I want to change the rims from 18inches to
20inches what tyre specification will fit?? Hi, these came off of a Li. Will they fit my i? So,they
are not compatible. I drive a d f11 xdrive I consider getting 20" summer wheels. Recommended
setup for 20" is staggered, but I wonder if a square setup is possible even for 20". Hi,Marcos
Rodriguez,No,the stock rims offset is 20mm which is not compatible with that offset 35mm.
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